Mental health in children and adolescents: vision of the professionals on challenges and possibilities in building up intersectoral networks
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Objective: To analyze the possibilities and challenges in building intersectoral networks in mental health in the professional's view involved in the care for children and adolescents treated at the Child and Adolescent Psychosocial Care Center.

Methods: A qualitative, descriptive and exploratory research, held from May to June 2014, performed in a town in southern Brazil. Data were collected through semi-structured interviews with 26 workers intersectoral networking and submitted to thematic analysis.

Results: The articulation of different services and intersectoral care devices, and challenges to be overcome, the individual treatment plan, social policies that realize the real needs of users, including family and the medical-hegemonic model, were pointed out as possibilities.

Conclusion: The care raised to the intersectoral level is a necessity and a way to achieve new perspectives on care and its articulations to consolidate the Child and Adolescent Mental Health policy.
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INTRODUCTION

In the field of mental health, the child and adolescent population remained in the background for many years, compared to initiatives related to adult population care. However, from State initiatives, new legislations, social mobilizations and political mobilizations, the need to think about ensuring the protection of children and adolescents was made visible. The Child and Adolescent Statute (CAS) is an important political landmark that has propelled the development of several actions reaffirming the importance for restructuring the public care policies for this population[1].

In this sense, children and adolescents who need care in mental health should have access to the different levels of complexity and devices that make up the care network, articulated in an intersectoral network, to ensure comprehensive care and produce a better response to the different orders and problems involved in care and treatment[2].

In this direction, the intersectorality herein is based on the articulation between people and diverse sectors, allowing, therefore, integrating knowledge, and sharing joint actions, diverse powers and wills. It is betting on the power of collective outputs, producing a new way of working and building up public policies[3].

And to think of this network beyond a set of services, actions or interventions, that work efficiently, it is necessary to break the segmentation and perceive the network as a woven project among many "nodes" that make up an articulated collective capable of producing flows that enhance the care, attention and life[4].

One of the services that make up this network is the Child and Adolescent Psychosocial Care Center (CAPCC), defined as a territorial base service and computer network, designed to meet the demands of childhood and adolescence, under the psychosocial care logic. Since CAPCC works with an interdisciplinary team and together with other devices in the territory, these services represent the main strategy for building up the care network, responding to the care for cases of intense suffering and organizing the other mental health demands of the assigned territory[5]. In this regard, it is also important to point out, according to Ordinance 3.088, dated December 23, 2011, of the Ministry of Health, which settles the Psychosocial Care Network (PCN) for people suffering from or having a mental disorder arising from addiction to drugs, including children and adolescents, that the care actions happen in an expanded way from the interlocution between the different attention points in the network.

Given such facts, intersectoral actions in the care of children and adolescents, should be thought of in all places of life for the user, not restricted to an institution. That is, they must go beyond the limits of the physical structure and be articulated with the spheres that intersect the life of the subject, seeking resources in the territory, and more, include in their scope interdisciplinary work, communication among several points of the network, in a permanent dialogue process, among the various available services and resources[6].

Among the existing research on children’s mental health, there is little mention to the construction of user-based care networks in healthcare services and other sectors. However, some studies have paid attention to the potentialities and weaknesses in the care network construction, stressing the incorporation of articulated psychic suffering into network services and actions, as well as pointing out to the commitment of intersectoral collaboration and community participation[7-8].

In this sense, it is important to pay attention to the intersectoral actions carried out between the CAPCC and the devices that make up the care network that care for children and adolescents. The possibilities of collective constructions, which observe that the child and the adolescent need to be thought of in various aspects of their experiences, life histories, biological, social, cultural, leisure, education and care needs.

It is argued that this analysis may contribute to the broader discussion about the role of mental health services and other devices that make up the care network for this public, reflecting on the possibilities and challenges in the construction of actions that are more coherent with the mental health policies for children and adolescents.

Therefore, this article shows the following guiding question: What are the possibilities and challenges in the construction of intersectoral networks in mental health for the care of children and adolescents treated at the Child and Adolescent Psychosocial Care Center (CAPCC)? The following objective was formulated to answer this question: to analyze the possibilities and challenges in the construction of intersectoral networks in mental health in the perspective of the professionals involved in the care of children and adolescents treated at the Child and Adolescent Psychosocial Care Center (CAPCC).

METHOD

A qualitative, descriptive and exploratory methodology study, carried out in the first half of 2014, in a city in the South of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil.

The qualitative research offers the possibility to analyze and understand the complex phenomena. In this way, to understand is to exercise the capacity to put oneself in...
the place of the other, considering that as a human being one can exercise this understanding. In order to realize the understanding, it is necessary to take the singularities and subjectivities in the individual into account, as well as their experiences, life histories, worldviews, and relations within the collective history of the group and the context to which they belong. The qualitative research was chosen to promote listening and understanding of the construction of intersectoral networks, since we evaluated through testimonies, dialogues and relationships, the possibility of making contact with the reality in the articulations, emblematic communications of network cares.

Twenty-six professionals took part in this study involved in the intersectoral network, such as the Guardianship Council, Public Prosecutor’s Office, Courts and Judges of Childhood and Adolescence, Basic Health Unit, Hospital, Social Assistance Referral Center (SARC), Specialized Reference Center for Social Assistance (SRCSA), Shelter and Schools involved in the care of children and adolescents who are cared in the CAPCC. Empirical data collect was performed using a semi-structured interview.

The semi-structured interview combines closed and open questions, where the interviewee has the possibility to discuss a topic, without losing the formulated questioning, obeying a script previously established by the researcher. This approach enables the researcher to have a better social interaction and exploration of issues relevant to the study.

In order to carry out information’s production, a previous contact was made with the participants, checking the best time for the interviews to be carried out in the professionals’ workplace, with an average duration of 25 minutes, later to be fully recorded in audio and transcribed. The roadmap covered the following issues: How is the network of mental health for children and adolescents organized beyond the health system? What are the intersectoral actions developed, as well as the possibilities and the challenges?

The professionals working in the intersectoral network for at least six months were considered for the inclusion criterion, and the professionals who, at the time of producing and recording the information, were excluded from service by medical certificate, leave or vacation were excluded. Data analysis was done through the exhaustive reading of all the interviews, until the material was properly saturated. Submission of the testimonies was identified by the letters PR, representing the Professional, followed by the Arabic number corresponding to the order in the interview.

The information was analyzed adopting the technique of analysis, in the thematic modality, obeying three stages consisting in: pre-analysis, exploitation of the material and data treatment. In the first stage, a floating reading of the material was performed, choosing the materials to be studied and analyzed, constituting the corpus of analysis, which is about the organization of the material and formulation of hypotheses and objectives. The second stage was dedicated to exploring the material, in the data meeting, defining the aspects to be explored. And finally, the interpretation of the material based on the personal conceptions about the theme and theoretical reference based on the literature perspective that sustains the collaborative care from the intersectorality and the network care in mental health was carried out.

The research was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the School of Nursing of the Federal University of Pelotas, under opinion No. 545.964/14 (CAAE: 27620714.2.0000.5316). The participants who agreed to take part in the study according to Resolution 466/12 of the National Health Council were asked to sign the informed and free consent term.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of this study were organized based on the theme “Challenges and possibilities for the construction of intersectoral networks”, where issues based on potential possibilities that validate and/or qualify the care and impasses that are translated into encountered challenges were converged, which deserve greater investments to carry out territorial and networked care.

Challenges and possibilities for building intersectoral networks

The professionals approach the accomplishment of an integrated work, prioritizing that the care with the users is not restricted to the CAPCC, since this service needs to establish partnerships, both with other health services, as well as with services from other sectors:

We are always making visits, [...] every week a team leaves from here to visit the schools to check with the direction, what is the problem of that school [...] in the hospital to visit inpatients, take a look to see how they are to build the post-discharge bond, it is an important relationship to create bond during hospitalization or to rescue the lost bond [...] (PR15).

[...] “mais educação” (federal project) offers activities, theater, music, dance, and other devices that are not directly therapeutic, but may end up being so [...] I think it would be important to have therapeutic devices aimed at children
and adolescents, as it has with adults, that could reduce the demand for referrals to specialized services, so sometimes they will be discharged from CAPCC, but there will also be no place to include activities that can be followed, with the same therapeutic look (PR18).

[...] in addition to the specialized services (mental health), most basic units are with Family Health Strategies, with specialized FHS support, this is a privilege, [...] then the mental health network has been qualifying over time like any other network, the presence of both multidisciplinary and psychiatric residency, it has done something that is the dismantling of practices, that the services could rethink on their doing, a trigger for other mental health practices [...] (PR25).

Respondents PR15, PR18 and PR25 pointed out to the possibility of creating intersectoral networks in addition to specific mental health services, focusing on care in the area and in creating bonds. It is noted in the testimonies an extended clinical perspective, since child health care is only carried out if developed in an interdisciplinary way, as well as in the mobilization of its social and institutional environment (family, school, leisure spaces, services)(7).

With this, they bring out the insertion of the residence program under the Multiprofessional and Psychiatric modality in the municipality, this integration between teaching and service, for the interviewees, besides qualifying the training of professionals, allows for building up collective actions that aim at the transformation of practices in health, and exchanging knowledge and experiences.

The interaction of the residents and workers that compose the service teams involved in the care of the child and adolescent population enriches the multiprofessional and interdisciplinary work, enabling new car forms, allowing still for the knowledge on the different professional groups to broaden the view on the population needs and, from this, collectively construct effective solutions for the unique situations(10).

Another potentiality pointed out is the integration between the network and the mental health service, from the circulation of users in psychological distress through the various social and health spheres, being them, Basic Health Units (BHU) or Family Health Strategy (FHS), the Family Health Support Center (FHSC), or more community leisure spaces in the territory, thus broadening the view of the workers to care in the primary care, and in other services not those that are just specialized in mental health.

In this sense, a dynamic territory, where life creates and recreates itself, which is committed to the other, plus the articulation between services, sectors, people and policies, highlights intersectorality as a powerful strategy in the construction of actions and partnerships, to meet the complex dimensions of the individual under psychological distress beyond the care in the health axis(10).

Although the researched professionals recognize potential factors for implementing intersectoral practices, they still see challenges as it is possible to observe in the following statements:

[...] mental health is now in the process of bringing mental health to basic care, getting people back to their homes, and the monitoring for the time needed. This is what we have been working on together, discussed with the CAPCC, thinking how we are going to do this movement (PR8).

[...] mental health until very recently was very limited to the CAPCC and today, they are returning to basic care [...] they (users) began to get discharge [...] hence one began to meet this demand, but nobody wanted this “they are crazy, they have to go to CAPCC” and it is not so, as they are from the territory (PR12).

[...] in addition to the CAPCC there are many other places to be, we do not want more to reproduce the institutionalization, we do not want people to come because they have nothing else to do, CAPCC is a place to be, it is a passage palace, and not a permanence place [...] beyond the open entrance door we want to open the exit door, so that people may understand that in a crisis they can come, occupy this space, but after this crisis passes over, they may return to occupy the space from where they came and the resources existing in those spaces, so today we are betting on this (PR25).

Although CAPCC is a strategic service in mental health care, this service is not recognized as the sole responsibility and nor should it be maintained for long-term follow-up. With this, the discharge process was cited as an alternative, allowing for strengthening care in other network areas, and a challenge, since it vivifies the transfer of the care for these individuals to other spaces.

The professionals PR8, PR12 and PR25 state that the care for these users in the CAPCC should be transient, which should exceed the specialized health sector, and move to the territory. However, they warn that planning the discharge process should happen in a multidisciplinary team, entering the primary health services, and the territory in order to guarantee care continuity and quality.

The concept on transference of mental health gives the idea of longitudinality, accountability and movement of the network as well as other territorial spaces such as the school, association of neighborhood residents, leisure
spaces among others, and move to other possibilities of life\(^{(11)}\).

In PR12 and PR25 testimonies, it is noted that there is recognition and redirection of specialized out-of-service care, the return of Mental Health users to the Basic Care services, as well as signaling the difficulty that the professionals often has to accept, welcome and be accountable for this public. However, they reveal that such articulation is possible and a necessary condition, since this user is from the territory.

The professionals in the study recognize the need to deinstitutionalize their ways of performing care actions, from the power of new forms of care offer beyond the protected area of the CAPCC signaling thus, the desire to deconstruct the care model centered on the disease and institutionalization. However, while recognizing the importance of support and articulated care between mental health and Basic Care, it is still a challenging task, since the logic of the work process developed by the health teams, especially for the child and adolescent in the basic care, is often limited to the curing character and sustained almost exclusively by the biomedical model.

Although it is a priority of the Basic Care services, health actions from a comprehensive care, are not enough to break with the instituted biomedical practice, so that these actions developed in the services still focus on programs and procedures following an outpatient model, centered on clinical and pharmacological care\(^{(12)}\). This is in line with the principles of health set up by the Unified Health System (Sistema Único de Saúde, SUS) and the Directives of Attention to Mental Health of Children and Adolescents, which directs health care beyond the clinical manifestation of the disease, but the unique understanding on this experience, that is to say, being a child/adolescent, having a family, living in a territory, having friends among other experiences that constitute them as people.

In addition, attention and understanding of the complexity involved in the care of children and adolescents with mental health problems is still a task under construction, which requires the need to understand the place of mental illness, the place of madness without reducing the individuals to specialties and pathologies. Perhaps this movement and the bet mentioned by these professionals to “open the door out” for the users to occupy other places and other spaces of the city, mental health may produce care beyond the psychic suffering, reaching the living territory, the circulation of users through the network services and consequently reaching social reintegration and reducing insanity’s stigma.

In this study, the need for discussions about the therapeutic project, review and negotiation of such, and strengthening the co-responsibility among team, user and family in the construction of these projects also emerged, indicating the importance of constant dialogue among the teams, and evaluating new care demands and user autonomy. As the professional’s narrative illustrates:

\[\text{[...] we need to understand what the therapeutic project is and actually do in a way that the users may take part in such decision, on what will be proposed to them as care and that we have the responsibility to be reviewing periodically or as needed, [...] I think that what happens is that often a beautiful therapeutic project is built up together with the user, along with other sectors, but after that, we cannot review this project because we are not organized for this, so we are trying to find strategies to manage to review this (PR14).}\]

The therapeutic design is a care plan and should be thought by professionals with active user participation, or as a guide to possible actions to think about the care and their movements in the network. However, there is a need to reflect and rethink about these offered actions, singularizing the care and mainstreaming the dynamics of the territory.

Therapeutic projects committed to the dimensions of psychosocial care must go beyond the CAPCC institution, they must set up solid relationships with the community, with the social and care network, deal with the singularities of the subjects and assume a critical posture of self-analysis, as they plan this, the professionals will be reflecting on their practice, and be included as protagonists (and not just spectators) in this process\(^{(13)}\).

In the excerpts from the interviews that follow in relation to the care provided to the child and adolescent population, it is focused on medical and psychological consultations, very restricted to specialized and individual care, causing them to have or believe that the only possibility for treatment is related to the clinical and specialized care.

\[\text{[...] to discuss the outpatient clinic and the occupation of the territory are two strategies that we need to invest at the time and make a change in the service [...] so the big challenge is this, the ambulatory, because there are other ways of working, when I say ambulatory I mean individual care for specific professionals [...] and with each of those qualified professionals that exist there are a number of possibilities, they need to be able to authorize themselves, have autonomy to think different things to do within the service [...] occupy other spaces, [...] find a community hall to make a group, make a workshop [...] (PR14).}\]
...the services are focused on the medical consultation, focused on the knowledge on psychology, on the CAPCC the very question is of pedagogy, at last very focused on professions and not the issue of collective health, more comprehensive care, but this is also a talking movement, the services were very closed [...] now the workers are in the units and are reviewing their practices [...] if it is to work in a network, this has to be by talking, so we are trying to open some channels for this to take effect, but also that everybody shall be doing their work, our care [...] (PR21).

From the testimonies of PR14 and PRI21, it is observed that the interdisciplinary work is difficult to carry out, and that the culture of the medical-hegemonic model prevails in comparison to the psychosocial and intersectoral mode, whose forms of care must excel those of the medicalization and psychologist-centered care, in order to encompass therapeutic interventions of shared care, with co-responsibility among the various sectors and professions.

Thus, it is fundamental to deconstruct the specialist discourse, that is, related to the “pathologization, therapeutization, medicalization, psychologization”, since this logic reduces and individualizes, besides disregarding bio-psychosocial factors. The concern with the ambulatory functioning that privileges the individual clinical model in the care of the child and adolescent population evidenced by the researched professionals, reveals the difficulties of the team in performing a collective internally work and with each other.

The care under the bias of the outpatient logic mentioned by the participants corroborates with a study that alerts to the large number of children diagnosed with some type of psychic suffering and the psychiatry-related discourse, a social trend for framing the diagnosis, specialized and pharmacological therapy without an analysis of what this situation can cause in the development of these subjects. They also point out that when the treatment is restricted to practice such as these ones, the right of the child and adolescent to develop their social role is removed in order to assume the identity of the insane or the sick reinforcing the admission to mental asylum, since the individual is not enclosed in an institution, but yes in their own label(14).

The psychiatric reform initiated questions and recommendations about other treatment devices, thus, rather than constantly analyzing the micro-politics in the daily work of the teams and their confrontations with the clinic, it is essential to evaluate and minimize the homogenization characteristic of the traditional, crystallized and centered model as well as in the field of medical professional knowledge or other specialist(15).

Regarding the challenges, the statements below point out not only to the importance of effective public policies, but also to access and partnership with other community spaces, especially the adolescent population, recognizing that the actions should consider the triad on housing, work and recreation.

...it is still a challenge to have effective public policies regarding children and adolescents, [...] policies of coexistence, leisure spaces, being able to think on structures of the city more focused on this population, also on the teenager being able to join the services, in other spaces, to think about that phase (adolescence), I think the health service is also not prepared to care for the adolescent, and it needs a lot of qualification [...] (PR20).

...they (adolescents) need other opportunities, to work in the supermarket, if they could do packing workshops, they could have other visions, to work in a flower shop, [...] that they had other programs that could develop their abilities I think this is still lacking (PR24).

For the child and adolescent care, in addition to building networks, work must be developed that brings out policies closer to the community life and services, extending to the various territorial resources, citizenship, leisure and sports, such as coexistence, clubs, among others. In this way, consider children and adolescents not only as part of political-ideological projects to be inserted in the territory, but rather that other spaces of care and attention that promote health, autonomy and increased social participation may be recognized and guaranteed(16).

Another challenge mentioned is the difficulty for approaching the family in the care, as illustrated in the following statements:

...the family tries to delegate to school and if you do not call, so that the family may take part [...]. When I say family I speak generally, sometimes a parent, two parents three parents go, but in general they are accommodated, I see the family as accommodated and very often you call, and they do not attend. We have had cases that we had to go to the family home because we called once, twice, three times and they did not come and we went after them, in the house [...] (PR5).

As I see it, there is no way of thinking about making an intervention with the child alone without considering the relative and building up together [...] working how each one will do their part, in resolving the situation depending on each case [...] I think that the family participation is fundamental (PR8).
Nowadays, families are delegating much of the education of their children to school, and they are not doing their homework, which is putting limits, teaching principles and this ends up reflecting in the reality that we have. Whenever this is transferred to another one [...] there are people who come here saying that they want to give their son to the promoter because they can no longer put limits, just to get an idea [...] (PR22).

Professionals PR5, PR8 and PR22 consider that including the family in the treatment is still a challenge, and recognize that, for creating more effective care projects, it is necessary to consider and guarantee a greater involvement of these families, as well as their opinions, anguishes and doubts.

These statements provoke the reflection that the care of the child and the adolescent in mental health cannot be separated from the family, just as family interaction absence interferes in the treatment for this population. In this sense, the family becomes an indispensable element in the care of its members, especially when these individuals are children and adolescents and have greater affective, social and economic dependence.

In this context, the family or caregiver are important collaborators and can contribute significantly to the success of the treatment, if involved in the care process. Although there is consensus about their active role in the co-construction of care, it is necessary to point out that absence or distance from family cooperation in the care may have negative impacts on the therapy and how they experience the suffering of children and adolescents.

The participation of the family in the care of people with psychic suffering is fundamental. However, a study on care interventions in childhood and adolescence showed that the family was unable to meet all of the child’s demands at times, showing stressful relationships due to expectations, feelings of frustration and guilt. In this way, network services available in the territory prove to be an important support source for these relatives.

Corroborating with the discussions herein submitted and highlighting the need for studies in relation to the public served by the CAPCC with the other services, a survey carried out on the articulations between the FHS and CAPCC teams, pointed out the commitment of the teams to work in network, performing partnerships with the community resources, even when scarce. They portrayed the traditional model still in effect for care as an obstacle to be overcome, even when the mode of psychosocial attention of care is preconized, and contrary to the fragmented way of seeing and treating the subject.

Also, in this theme’s scope, in another experience that evaluated the articulation between the mental health service to the child and the adolescent and FHS, facilitating actions and barriers to collaborative care, there was identified as a difficulty the lack of knowledge about resources in the territory, and facilitating factors, collaborative care among the services was recognized as a strategy to qualify mental health for children and adolescents. This analysis is in line with the results found in this research, especially when it recognizes that intersectoral actions developed among institutions, sectors and actors allow for developing more creative and effective possibilities for the care.

The data in this study also corroborate with another study about the articulation of the child and adolescent CAPCC with the devices found in the care network and the education sector, showing that the school is perceived by the professionals as a fundamental component, which requires a greater investment of partnership by part of the mental health team. The professionals also criticized the medicalization and pathologization of childhood requesting constant questioning and revision for the deconstruction of this type of conduct. As well as they are advocating on using the community spaces, with a view to promoting activities that recognize that not all problems should or can be reduced to biological or diagnostic issues.

Although an ideal care network is made up by the health services, sectors and resources of the territory, and the sharing of responsibilities and actions just happen if they are mainstreamed by workers and services. That is, “it depends (and builds on) the people who act in the services, the connections and bonds that they establish with each other to achieve a common goal”.

Therefore, it is important to problematize with the professionals about actions carried out within the specialized services and with the environment. The workers of the services involved in the care for the child and the adolescent for mental health, from reflection processes, and discussion, can evaluate their work process, as well as, bring out the limitations and the outputs to a model of mental health compatible with the psychosocial mode.

**FINAL CONSIDERATIONS**

This study aimed to analyze the possibilities and challenges in building up intersectoral networks in mental health for children and adolescents. Child and adolescent care raised to the intersectoral plan is a necessity and a recommendation for the public mental health policies.

The articulation between the different levels that compose the network for care in mental health added to the
devices of the territory strengthen the work in network and the model for psychosocial care, since they consider the collective commitment and the deconstruction of an exclusively specialized care. Thus, the CAPCC ceases to be "the service for psychic care", to be "one more service" that makes up the network, but not the only one for the place of treatment.

In this direction, the results in this study, regarding the possible actions that configured potential possibilities for intersectoral care in childhood and adolescence, included the articulation of different devices such as basic care, the secretary of health and social assistance together with the school; the importance on knowing the context of the users with home visits and the need for intersectoral actions with different professionals that work the insertion and activities with the users in their community.

The participants demonstrated a commitment to an interdisciplinary and articulated work, but highlighted challenges to be overcome for effective intersectoral work. They pointed out the structural revision and understanding about the therapeutic projects identified as an important tool to get to know the subjects and propose care based on their needs, triggering points of the network and calling for shared and co-responsible care.

The difficulty for linking the family to the treatment was another mentioned challenge, stating that the collaborative role of family members in treating the user is fundamental, but this does not always happen, especially when the responsibility is transferred to the service team. These difficulties with relatives may be understandable since, historically, they have remained isolated from this demand. With this, it fits here to reflect on how to create strategies to approach such relatives, assisting them in the agreement on the psychic suffering as part of their routines and empowering them to feel capable to deal with the conflicting and stigmatizing situations.

The participants also identified the need to review the inner service organization, which is focused on a biologic-related model, linked to the diagnosis, pathology, individual and specialized care, that is, centered on the professional, whether a physician, psychologist or pedagogue. This complicates and compromises the implementation of joint interventions and the development of mainstream therapeutic projects. In spite of this fragmentation to be overcome, it is important to emphasize that it impedes the power of the joint work and the concretization of the extended care.

Lastly, it is necessary to deepen the debate on the care for the child and adolescent public, since it is a group that requires discussion, problematization and studies in relation to the care network and its complexities. Regarding the limitations, we emphasize the accomplishment of this research from a single child and adolescent mental health service and its intersectoral network, allowing for displaying the results only for a local context and focus only for the professionals involved in the care actions.

Therefore, for future researches, it is recommended to carry out other researches problematizing the care network of the child and adolescent in the territorial and intrasectoral perspective in order to achieve new perspectives on the care and its articulations for consolidating the Mental Health policy of the Child and Adolescent.
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